
McGill Place has 11 acres of BEAUTIFUL LAND in the middle 

of Atlanta and is eligible to OPTIMIZE human welfare and the 

use of energy and natural resources in our landscape and 

hardscape utilizing the guidance and certification of the :

EXISTING SITES pilot program 
US Green Building Council (USGBC)



In 2009 Historic 4th Ward Park was a USGBC 

NEW “SITES” PILOT Project



The Beltline adopted USGBC “SITES” framework



In 2022 McGill Place is eligible for the “EXISTING SITES” pilot project framework 

and can be one of the first 25 EXISTING SITES Communities in the USA 

9/8/2022

SITES Definition of Sustainability 

END RESULT: 
1- National USGBC EXISTING SUSTAINABLE SITES Designation
2- Landscaping Master Plan so future residents can easily refresh 
+ home values will rise 
+ contribute locally and globally to the environment

Mulch Fall leaves for compost

Human health and wellbeing (HHWB) is a major emphasis

Sequester Carbon: Repurpose posts from balcony rehabilitation

Use of indigenous plants (low water, pest resistant, less pesticides)

Vegetate straw areas to reduce annual Pine straw expense

Sustainable Storm Water



Creates synchronistic ecosystems between human behavior and natural systems that is beneficial to all, 
easy to maintain and saves money and effort locally and globally.  

Diverse overlapping social, environmental and economic systems that reinforce each other and create low 
maintenance, high resilience, beauty and human health.

Sustainability is evidence-based collaboration with natural systems to 
ensure energy flow is optimized



Synergetic Human-Natural Ecosystems that all work together for a 

common good 

Sustainability is evidence-based collaboration with natural systems



Sustainability has a Global effect



The EXISTING SITES Accreditation is on a very reasonable framework, 
(some of which we already have by employing best practices):



1- Parklet between B7 and B10 is sustainable w/ plants , 

water remediation and social area.

3- Walkway behind B13 is sustainable w/ plants and water remediation in creek beds

2- Benches are ordered to be placed

throughout McGill Place and in the 

new parklet with a GREAT view!

HERE are 3 we have planned and 1 that already exists.
POINT EXAMPLES: C6: human health-wellbeing (HHWB),  C4: vegetation, C5: materials 



Benches and interstitial gardens – 2 more butterfly gardens are planned 
POINT EXAMPLES: C4: veg, C5: materials, C6: human health-wellbeing (HHWB)

Benches are ordered 

to be placed

throughout and in 

the parklet with 

a GREAT view!

Butterfly/Pollinator 

Gardens Planned 

Existing garden

Existing



North Gulch

POINT EXAMPLES: We are planning sustainable amenities in the north 
“Gulch” redevelopment which will be connected to the new path behind B13.



C5.5 Embed Carbon: Repurpose posts from balcony rehabilitation

C6: human health-wellbeing (HHWB)

POINT EXAMPLES: “Gulch” redev

C4: soil+ veg.

C3.5 Sustainable Storm Water



Human health-wellbeing (HHWB)
Possibility of .53 mile informal path around the perimeter with fitness stations.



Mulch Fall leaves for compost

Use indigenous plants (low water, pest resistant, less pesticides)

Vegetate straw areas to reduce annual Pine straw expense



END RESULT: 
1- McGill Place will be nationally recognized with a USGBC EXISTING 
SUSTAINABLE SITES Designation.
2- E-book documenting the process for other communities.
3- Landscaping Master Plan + E-book so future board can easily refresh LS.
4- Property values, local and global health will be enhanced.
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